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Since 1970, ENSCO engineers have led the rail 
industry in developing new, advanced technologies 
for transportation. ENSCO technology and services 
help customers improve the quality of their 
operations while making travel safer.
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Track Inspection Technologies
ENSCO is an international leader in track inspection technologies. Our engineers have pioneered the use of technologies, 
such as advanced rail inspection sensors, high-resolution imaging technology, and autonomous inspection systems to 
improve track maintenance. These technologies provide customers with the best possible tools to ensure track and rolling 
stock safety, increase productivity and efficiency, and reduce operating cost.

Track Inspection Vehicles
Broad range of inspection vehicle platforms to meet all needs

Track Measurement Systems
Accurate and objective track condition assessment through 
ENSCO's automated measurement technologies

Track Imaging Systems
High-speed and superior quality track imaging systems 
provide comprehensive track inspection and evaluation 
through advanced machine vision processing

Autonomous Inspection Systems
Increased safety at lower operational cost with autonomous 
track inspection systems
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Track Inspection Vehicles

Through state-of-the-art engineering, ENSCO Rail designs, builds, operates, and delivers world class, turnkey track inspection 
vehicles and systems that monitor comprehensive performance indicators reflecting track quality and safety. ENSCO has 
delivered solutions on more than 50 inspection cars throughout the world to meet the needs of the railroad industry.

Flexible scope of work
ENSCO can facilitate the refurbishment of existing vehicles or 
design new vehicles equipped with the latest track inspection 
technology to address the customer’s requirements. ENSCO 
can fulfill the complete scope of work from procuring to 
configuring a vehicle, or take primary responsibility in the 
instrumentation and work in conjunction with independent 
vehicle suppliers to develop the appropriate layout and the 
necessary support facilities. 

The ENSCO advantage
Track geometry measurements are ideally made under wheel 
loads that represent dynamic track loads, typically produced 
by loaded railbound vehicles. 
However, many railroads and 
transit properties acquire 
lighter vehicles, such as hi-rail 
trucks for cost and operational 
advantages. To meet the 
wide range of inspection 
requirements, ENSCO offers 
customized solutions for new 
or customer-provided vehicles 
to transform the vehicle into a suitable platform for track 
inspection operation.
ENSCO applies more than 40 years of daily operational 
experience to develop inspection solutions that are functional, 
operator friendly, and designed to meet the customer’s needs. 
ENSCO works with each customer to make the best decisions 
regarding that railroad’s track inspection needs based on 
individual budgetary constraints and data use scenarios.

ENSCO offers diverse inspection vehicles
Self-propelled vehicles
Through its relationships with track maintenance machinery 
manufacturers, ENSCO has designed a variety of self-propelled 
rail vehicles from small 20-ton class converted work crew 

carriers to custom 100-ton high-speed rail cars that serve as 
track inspection platforms. Each is based on customer system 
constraints and data volume requirements.

Towed coaches
As railroad traffic density increases, it becomes difficult to find 
adequate time for both track inspection and maintenance. 
On high-speed rail lines, the challenge is even greater. Towed 
coaches provide cost-effective solutions to railroad track 
inspection needs. Whether implemented on revenue trains 
or behind dedicated 
locomotives, towed 
coaches can be 
configured for 
high-speed and 
long-haul track 
inspection operations, 
eliminating the need 
for special inspection trains and improving the capacity of the 
rail network.

Hi-rail vehicles
ENSCO maintains long-standing relationships with hi-rail 
vehicle manufacturers to allow for the design and construction 
of specialized equipment to meet the customer’s inspection 
and testing needs. ENSCO’s solutions can be applied to light 
duty, medium duty, and heavy duty trucks to address a full 
range of inspection and operational requirements.

Comprehensive Inspection Vehicles
ENSCO-equipped inspection vehicles provide for a full range of 
track inspection systems:

• Track geometry
• Rail profile
• Third rail geometry
• Machine vision-based track imaging
• Track strength/gage restraint capabilities
• Catenary wire location

Fully integrated, turnkey 
track inspection vehicles 
for a variety of inspection 
requirements



Track Geometry and Rail Profile 
Measurement Systems 
Provides non-contact, inertial measures 
of all critical track geometry parameters 
as well as measurement of the cross-
sectional shape and orientation of each 
rail to identify wear and cant.
Real-time notifications of exceptions are 
provided based on a wide range of user-
configurable thresholds. Track grade and 
low-speed longitudinal profile/alignment 
measurement options are also available.

Gage Restraint Measurement 
System (GRMS)
Patented system safely and accurately 
measures lateral track strength at survey 
speeds up to 50 mph. Locates bad ties and 
weak track, providing critical inputs into 
track maintenance and tie replacement 
planning. 
The Deployable GRMS is a product of the 
Federal Railroad Administration, Office of 
Research and Development.

Centralized Control, Reporting, 
Analysis, Navigation, and Editing
ENSCO’s modular approach employs 
a network architecture that enables 
synchronization of all measurement systems 
to a common location reference. The systems 
are controlled by a centralized operator 
interface that collects and evaluates all 
measurements in real time with integrated 
onboard review, analysis and reporting 
capabilities.

Third Rail Laser Measurement 
System
Measures third rail height, gage and 
temperature, and evaluates to customer 
tolerances for proactive maintenance 
planning.

Rail Corrugation Measurement 
System 
Highly accurate laser-based measurement 
system evaluates corrugation over four 
critical wavelength bands. The system 
provides rail quality assessments on a 
section-by-section basis to facilitate rail 
grinding and replacement planning.

Ride Quality and Wheel Impact 
Measurement System
Quantifies overall passenger ride quality and 
accurately locates wheel/rail impacts indicative 
of poor rail surface and sub-grade conditions.

Overhead Wire (Catenary) 
Measurement System
Non-contact, time-of-flight laser sensors 
measure the wire position and stagger with 
respect to the running rails.

Track Measurement Systems

ENSCO is recognized around the world as a leader in the supply of track evaluation systems. ENSCO understands the 
needs of rail customers and provides production worthy solutions that deliver both safety and economic benefits. Forty 
years of railway engineering experience and a global footprint ensure that customers will receive the best possible 
measurement technology and technical support available. ENSCO’s track measurement systems are based on a modular 
approach and scalable architecture to support a variety of measurement and imaging systems on a track recording vehicle.
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Deployable Gage Restraint Measurement System (DGRMS)

A GRMS is a self-propelled state-of-the-art vehicle that conducts performance-based testing of railroad track strength. 
These production-oriented vehicles clearly find weaknesses in track structure and mark the location for follow-up corrective 
action. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has implemented an alternative standard that allows the use of a GRMS 
vehicle for tie inspection. These vehicles measure gage restraint at 50 mph and can cover entire territories in the time that 
it would take visual inspectors to cover one mile of track.

The DGRMS measurement axle is designed as a fifth axle 
that is deployed from the frame of a track geometry vehicle 
instead of using one of the vehicle’s running axles. The axle is 
attached to a custom suspension that can vertically load, raise 
and lower, and properly align it with the track. This suspension 
allows the axle to be suspended from the underside of a 
railroad car and operate separately from the four running axles. 
The measurement axle is suspended such that regardless of 
the roll, pitch or vertical movement of the rail car body on its 

suspension, or 
the curvature, 
profile, alignment 
and crosslevel of 
the track, both 
wheels of the 
measurement 
axle are always 
kept on their 

respective rails in proper alignment. The system also loads the 
measurement axle against the upper surface of the rails with a 
constant load that is always perpendicular to the plane formed 
by the upper surfaces of the rails. In addition, the suspension 
lifts and lowers the measurement axle assembly to allow it to 
be used or stowed at will and orients the measurement axle 
so that the wheels are always tangent to the rails as track 
curvature varies.
ENSCO is a leader in GRMS technology. With more than 20 
years of experience, ENSCO has improved and commercialized 
the original GRMS technology and has built systems for 
Canadian Pacific Railway, Amtrak, CSX Transportation, and the 
Long Island Rail Road. These commercial systems are in regular 
track testing service and have provided invaluable data to the 
owners for track maintenance and tie replacement planning.

Features
• Patented, deployable suspension design allows the 

necessary carbody motions relative to the track while 
maintaining predetermined vertical and lateral loads on the 
wheels

• Lifts and lowers the split axle assembly to allow it to be 
used or stowed at will

• Orients the split axle assembly so that its wheels are 
tangent to the rails as track curvature varies

• Inner bearing configuration reduces the balancing moment 
and therefore the 
size and weight of 
the system

• Hydraulic system 
generates the 
vertical and lateral 
forces that are 
applied to the rail, 
allowing vertical 
and lateral loads 
to be adjusted 
independently over 
a wide force range

• Hydraulically 
controlled stowage 
and latching device 
provides safe 
storage for the 
system when not 
in use.

The newest enhancement to 
railroad safety and efficiency, 
the Deployable GRMS locates 
bad ties and weak connections 
for timely repairs.

A Product of FRA Research
Federal Railroad Administration, Office of Research and Development

Benefits
• Safety 

Reduces the risk of derailment 
of the vehicle by decoupling a 
testing axle derailment from a 
vehicle running axle derailment. 
The new technology eliminates 
damage to GRMS hardware if 
the testing axle derails.

• Efficiency 
GRMS testing speed has 
increased while still maintaining 
data quality. Deployable axle 
feature enables track geometry 
cars to do other testing at faster 
speeds with the GRMS axle 
lifted.

• Enhanced detection capabilities 
Reduces the amount of data 
loss through switches by 
reducing the retract time. 
Lighter weight also contributes 
to ability to respond faster to 
track irregularities.
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The RailScan Lite Track Geometry Measurement System (RSL-TGMS) from ENSCO Rail uses lightweight, compact sensor 
technology to provide a low cost, reliable solution for automated track geometry inspections. The non-contact sensor 
system easily mounts on a hi-rail vehicle and uses a laptop for the operator interface and data storage. A single, easy to 
use interface contains all the information and data needed during testing. RSL-TGMS offers increased efficiency in track 
inspection processes by providing easy to use, quantitative measurements on a regular basis. 

Uses Non-contact Optical Laser Sensors 
RSL-TGMS’s non-contact optical laser sensors accurately record 
track measurements independent of the type of vehicle on 
which it is mounted. The system uses a laptop in the vehicle’s 
cab for a real-time display of measured parameters and 
exceptions. The display has the ability to make reverse moves 
for exception verification.

Mounts on Any Type Vehicle
RailScan Lite can be easily installed on many types of vehicles 
by mounting it on either the front or rear bumper. Likewise, it 
can be easily removed and stowed for highway driving.

Compliance
The RailScan Lite Track Geometry Measurement System is 
compliant with the measurement specifications of the U.S. 
Department of Transportation Federal Railroad Administration 
and Transport Canada. It measures all the standard track 
geometry parameters.

• Gage
• Alignment
• Vertical profile (surface)
• Crosslevel/Superelevation
• Twist/Warp
• Curvature

Reports Execptions
RailScan Lite can detect and report up to three levels of 
exceptions to differentiate between safe for operation or 
requires maintenance. 
Exceptions are announced with audible alerts. 

Low Maintenance, Long Life Cycle
The system’s non-contact sensors contribute to the long life of 
the system. With no moving or mechanical parts, the system is 
inherently low maintenance with a long service life.

Non-contact, light weight, low cost 
sensor technology for increased 
accuracy and efficiency with track 
inspection processes

RailScan Light Track Geometry 
Measurement System

• Accurate and efficient track measurements
• One easy to use interface
• Non-contact optical laser sensors mount 

on many types of vehicles
• Compliant with FRA and Transport  

Canada specifications
• Low cost, long service life

RailScan Lite Track Geometry Measurement System (RSL-TGMS)
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ENSCO Rail focuses on technology for railway imaging systems. ENSCO’s expertise with high resolution camera systems 
and advanced image processing algorithms results in systems with extremely reliable image acquisition and processing 
capabilities. This approach has been successfully applied to the inspection of a range of track components, including joint 
bars (fish plates), ties, fasteners, rail heads, and overhead wire, as well as track right of way (ROW). All ENSCO rail imaging 
systems can operate either day or night to reduce operational interruptions.

Joint Bar (Fish Plate) Inspection System (JBIS)
The JBIS employs patented vision inspection technology 
and methods to perform automated crack detection on 
joint bars, measure rail gap, and deliver joint bar inventory 
reports. The system generates real-time exception reports, 
including continuous line scan images of suspect joint bars, 
and automatically inventories all joint bars and cracks in a 
permanent database. The JBIS, developed in partnership 
with the Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA) Office of 
Research and Development, increases inspection efficiency 
by reducing labor costs associated with traditional methods 
of joint bar evaluation.

Track Component Imaging System (TCIS) 
ENSCO’s TCIS employs patented line scan imaging methods 
to collect and record continuous high-resolution images of the 
track road bed from a moving vehicle. The system includes 
software that automatically identifies track components of 
interest, such as ties, fasteners, or ballast, for further review 
from the safety of an office environment. ENSCO’s TCIS can 
not only provide essential information for track maintenance 
planning, but it can also play an important role in the 
improvement of inspection practices through a reduction in 
traditional inspection cost and enhancement of worker safety.

Driver View Imaging System (DVIS)
The DVIS provides driver point of view, progressive scan color 
images of the track ROW, allowing the railway to capture 
essential information about track structure and surroundings. 
Each recorded image is tagged with GPS, milepost or kilometer 
post location, and date and time. 
An optional lighting system is available for enhanced 
visualization at night or in tunnels. ENSCO’s DVIS can deliver 
crucial information for track/tunnel inspection programs, 
operational planning, and accident or incident investigations. 

Tunnel Wall Imaging System (TWIS)
The TWIS is a field-proven design that incorporates additional 
cameras on the DVIS to provide additional imagery of tunnel 
walls, in particular upper corners of the tunnel walls. This 
allows for high-resolution images of critical areas of the tunnel 
walls, ceiling and 
associated mounted 
equipment. The TWIS 
includes a lighting 
system to allow for 
crisp imagery of the 
tunnels. The TWIS 
lighting also has a 
public safety feature 
while going through 
stations. 

Rail Surface 
Imaging System 
(RSIS)
ENSCO’s RSIS 
employs patented 
line scan imaging 
methods to 
collect and record 
continuous high-

High-speed and superior quality track 
imaging systems provide comprehensive 
track inspection and evaluation through 
advanced machine-vision processing

Track Imaging Systems



resolution images of the rail surface from a moving vehicle. 
The system allows for high-resolution inspection of the rail 
surface for conditions, including Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF), 
shelling, spalling, squat surface cracking, engine burns, and 
broken rail. ENSCO’s RSIS aids in providing a comprehensive 
assessment of rail surface conditions to aid in safety and 
maintenance activities.  

Thermal Imaging System (THIS)
ENSCO’s Thermal Imaging System (THIS) provides a driver 
point of view image of the track ROW. The THIS automatically 
creates exceptions to hot or cold conditions that exceed 
definable thresholds. Additionally each image is tagged with 
GPS coordinates and milepost (or kilometer post or chainage). 
The THIS can provide invaluable automated temperature 
inspection of the track ROW to find hot spots that are 
associated with third rail or catenary power equipment, or cold 
spots due to water drainage issues.

Key Features

• Employs patented vision-
inspection technology and 
techniques

• Continuous, high-resolution 
track images 

• Intelligent machine vision 
algorithms for review and 
identification of anomalies

• Automatic image archiving 
and component inventory

• Integration with full-size 
track inspection cars as 
well as hi-rail vehicles

• Centralized office review 
and reporting system

9
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Vehicle/Track Interaction (V/TI) Monitor

ENSCO’s autonomous Vehicle/Track Interaction (V/TI) Monitor provides unattended condition-based monitoring of the 
interactions that take place between the rail vehicle and the track. The V/TI Monitor applies a “train path free” approach by 
using compact sensors, GPS and wireless communication devices. It does not require the use of dedicated measurement 
vehicles with specialized personnel. This approach facilitates cost-effective and frequent condition-based monitoring of 
track infrastructure with round the clock, real-time reporting of safety critical conditions. It is used in conjunction with office-
based automated analysis and reporting tools for longer range degradation monitoring and maintenance planning.

Frequent measuring and reporting without the data 
overload for optimized maintenance planning
Track conditions are reported via wireless communication 
to your office where data management applications provide 
powerful reporting capabilities for leveraging the use of the 
results. Such capabilities include 

• Linear and georeferencing of location detections to  
track assets 

• Automated distribution of notifications to MOW personnel 
• Simple to use, enterprise web-based reporting system with 

GIS and tabular-based reporting tools for data analysis. 
The technology platform can be adjusted to local operating 

conditions to ensure appropriate thresholds are in place so that 
only meaningful and manageable results are distributed in near 
real time to prevent data overload.

Well-supported user community
Today, there are more than 360 V/TI Monitors operating 
throughout the world on all facets of passenger and freight 
operations, including high-speed, intercity passenger, metro 
transit, and heavy haul railways. ENSCO hosts an annual  
V/TI user day for rail personnel from around the world to share 
experiences, discuss best practice strategies, and collaborate 
on technology improvements.

High value condition-based detections with minimal 
personnel and equipment investment
V/TI sensors continuously measure track conditions. When a 
value exceeds a predetermined threshold, a notification is sent. 
Information transmitted includes the time, GPS coordinates, 
sensor reading, and a snapshot in time of the continuous 
sampled sensor data. 
The V/TI Monitor 
platform can be 
configured and 
expanded to monitor 
many track and vehicle 
conditions. The four 
most commonly 
monitored track 
conditions are
1. Lateral track   

irregularities
2. Short-wavelength 

vertical track 
irregularities

3. Long-wavelength 
vertical track 
irregularities

4. Wheel/Rail  
impact

A proactive, autonomous 
maintenance planning system that 
provides continuous safety monitoring 
of track conditions without impacting 
revenue service

V/TI Monitor  Highlights
• Four countries operating

• 15+ Railways using

• 360+ Systems operating

• 1,600+ Sensors deployed

• 1,000+ Track maintainers  
receiving results

• 55,000 Miles monitored daily
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Accurate and reliable track geometry measurement data is essential for immediate and long-term maintenance 
planning. ENSCO, a leading provider of track geometry measurement systems, has built upon its expertise in providing 
reliable, unmanned inspection systems to develop the Autonomous Track Geometry Measurement System (ATGMS). 
ENSCO’s ATGMS provides reports on geometry conditions—including those pertaining to gage, crosslevel, alignment, 
surface/profile, and limiting speeds in curves—with the same accurate and dependable performance as ENSCO’s 
traditional track geometry measurement systems without the need for an onboard crew.

System architecture
ENSCO’s ATGMS is comprised of three essential components

• An onboard unit 
located on a railcar 
containing a full 
instrumentation suite 

• A processing server 
to collect the critical 
information from the 
host rail car 

• A communication link 
between the onboard unit and the server 

The system’s onboard unit provides the sensors, computing 
platform, and location determination technology required to 
deliver accurate track assessments. 
The communication link uses the available cellular service to send 
data from the car to the processing server; if cellular service is not 
available, the system queues data until it can be transmitted. 
The processing server receives data from the onboard unit 
through the communication link, determines exceptions, and 
sends alerts to designated track maintenance personnel or 
directly to railway work order management systems.
The information is also stored in ENSCO’s enterprise web-
based data management system, TrackIT®, to view, analyze and 
drive maintenance decisions. 
This architecture provides near real-time reporting of track 
geometry conditions, as well as historical reporting for trending 
and analysis.

Cost-effective
The ATGMS offers several advantages for revenue cars over 
traditional manned track geometry measurement approaches. 

• Increased frequency of surveys—every train movement 
presents an opportunity to assess the track

• Reduced operational costs—crew and travel costs are  
not required

• Enables potentially higher speeds than traditional 
inspection cars 

• Data collection does not impact railway traffic flow

The benefit of frequent measurements
The increased rate of data collection through use of the ATGMS 
leads to early 
identification of track 
anomalies, resulting in a 
change in maintenance 
practices from reactive 
to preventative. This 
reduces the number 
of emergency repairs 
and slow orders, as 
well as track-caused 
derailments throughout 
the railroad industry.
Measuring track at an 
increased frequency 
provides a larger set 
of data, which enables 
more accurate trending 
for maintenance 
planning. Effective 
maintenance planning 
is based on identifying 
trends in the data—the 
more data collected, 
the higher accuracy in identifying trends in track quality. 
The ATGMS can be configured to support any railroad’s inspection 
standards, and the reporting of exceptions can be enabled to meet 
any railroad’s needs.

Features of the ATGMS

• Automated data assessment 

• Accurately determines 
location and associates with all 
measurements, even in GPS-
denied territories

• Transmits notifications using 
existing cellular networks, 
resulting in near real-time 
reporting and eliminating the 
need to establish costly wayside 
communication solutions

• Remote administrative access to 
the system eliminates regular visits 
to the inspection equipment

• Power available through a variety 
of sources including existing 
power systems or solar arrays

A Product of FRA Research
Federal Railroad Administration, Office of Research and Development

Autonomous Track Geometry Measurement System (ATGMS)

Autonomous, cost-
effective measurement 
system for maintenance 
planning and meeting 
railway standards
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Portable Track Loading Fixture (PTLF)

The Portable Track Loading Fixture (PTLF) is an easy-to-use, manually operated track inspection tool designed to test the 
lateral strength of railroad crossties and fastening systems. The PTLF applies the 4,000 pounds of lateral force necessary 
to measure changes in gage under load. It can be used as part of a routine inspection or to test the effectiveness of repairs 
after corrective action. ENSCO originally developed the PTLF as a data quality assessment tool for the Federal Railroad 
Administration’s (FRA) Gage Restraint Measurement System (GRMS). The PTLF provides objective strength data that 
correlates with the full-size GRMS.

Flexibility in track loading
When used as a supplement to GRMS testing as described 
in the Federal Track Safety Standards, the PTLF is a highly 
effective tool for detecting potential track safety hazards 
due to weak crossties and fasteners. The PTLF allows field 
personnel to inspect the quality of track maintenance and 
monitor track degradation by giving them the power to load 
the track at virtually any point of interest.

Portable design, high impact results
The PTLF is 
distinguished by its 
portability and ease 
of use. The collapsible 
design makes it 
convenient to store, 
and easy to transport 
and deploy in the field. 
Although it is small 
in stature, the PTLF 
reliably provides a 
4,000-pound test load 
and can be used to 
complete testing in less 
than one minute.

A Product of FRA Research
Federal Railroad Administration, Office of Research and Development

More than 700 units are currently  
in use with railroads, the FRA, and  
commercial service providers. 

Key featurs of the PTLF
• Total weight of 23 pounds

• Durable, stainless steel 
construction ensures long 
service life

• Insulated design will not  
shunt track signals

• Instructions provided on  
each unit

Portable, easy-to-use lateral 
strength testing for railroad 
crossties and fastening systems
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Track Inspection Services

ENSCO has been a worldwide leader in the provision of track inspection products for more than four decades. ENSCO’s 
customers have access to the most knowledgeable operators, data analysts, and support personnel in the industry. Full 
capability testing services are offered using ENSCO’s portable systems that can be mounted on virtually any rail vehicle, or 
using its fleet of instrumented hi-rail vehicles.

As new demands are placed on the growing infrastructure, 
the rail industry must understand the state of its track 
assets. ENSCO provides expertise, equipment and 
manpower to perform track asset inventory, inspect existing 
track conditions, and evaluate the effectiveness of track 
construction, rehabilitation and maintenance. ENSCO has 
the capacity to provide quantified results for regulatory and 
safety compliance, strategic inputs to track maintenance, and 
upgrade program planning.

Track geometry measurement services
ENSCO provides track geometry measurements using its 
fleet of instrumented hi-rail vehicles or equipment installed 
on customer railcars, measuring track under true vehicle 
dynamic loads. Optional inspection services include those 
focused on quantifying ride quality and locating rail impacts. 
Reports provide exact locations of exceptions to the latest 
track regulatory or railroad maintenance standards, as well as 
continuous evaluation of track at one foot intervals to facilitate 
long-term trend analysis. The results can be used for immediate 
track maintenance plans, as well as long range planning to 
upgrade lines to higher speeds. 

Rail profile measurement services
Rail profiles collected simultaneously with track geometry 
measurements provide rail wear and cant measurements at 
one foot intervals. These results can be used immediately to 
identify safety risks due to excessive wear or cant, to develop 
optimized wheel/rail profiles as inputs into rail grinding or 
wheel truing programs, and to identify rail wear rates for rail 
replacement program planning. 

Third rail (power rail) measurement services
ENSCO’s third rail measurement service accurately determines 
the lateral and vertical distance of the third rail from the 
running rail, reducing the risk of damaging equipment or 
compromising safety. ENSCO is currently the only service 

provider in North America capable of collecting third rail 
measurements simultaneously with track geometry and rail 
profile testing services from a revenue service rail vehicle. 

Joint bar inspection services
ENSCO’s joint bar inspection services aid railroad inspectors 
in locating cracked joint bars by employing patented machine-
vision technology to automatically inspect joint bars for hairline 
cracks. The inspection system, developed in partnership with 
the Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA) Office of Research 
and Development, identifies cracked bars and delivers a 
GPS-based inventory of joint bars useful for joint elimination 
programs. This inspection service, offered through ENSCO’s 
fleet of hi-rail service trucks, effectively reduces walking 
inspection costs and can be an essential component of an 
operator’s maintenance and derailment prevention program.

Track bed component assessment services using high-
speed imaging technology
ENSCO leverages the benefits of its patented machine 
vision technology along with its range of inspection services 
to provide railways with a means to inspect track bed 
components, including concrete tie conditions, without the 
need for walking inspections. ENSCO’s hi-rail inspection 
vehicles employ line scan imaging equipment to record 
continuous high-resolution images of the track roadbed and 
automatically identify track components for detailed inspection 
from the safety of an office environment. 

Comprehensive track condition 
assessment services delivered 
using advanced non-contact 
inspection solutions
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Right of way video recording 
ENSCO offers geo-located video recording of the right of way in addition to core condition assessment services. During the 
survey, geo-referenced digital images are collected, track centerlines are GPS located, and key infrastructure locations, such as 
bridges and highway grade crossings, are marked. The resulting GPS record of the infrastructure and corresponding digital imagery 
can be loaded into ENSCO’s TrackIT® web management system for point and click access. Independent video files can be created 
for distribution, providing an organization flexible access to critical system location and condition information

ENSCO’s inspection services 
for comprehensive track 
assessment

• Full track geometry, including 
gage, cross level, curvature, 
warp, surface, and alignment

• Optional inspection services, 
including ride quality and rail 
impacts 

• Rail profile, including wear and 
cant assessment

• Third rail (power rail) gage 
and height with respect to the 
running rail

• Machine vision-based joint bar 
inspection

• Track component assessment, 
including concrete ties, using 
high-speed imaging technology

• Right of way video recording



Digital Track Notebook® (DTN)
Streamlined track inspections with web-
based, paperless record management

TrackIT®

Web-based, track asset and automated 
inspection data management repository

GeoEdit 8
In-depth graphical analysis and reporting 
of track measurement data

Automated Maintenance  
Advisor (AMA)
Trend deteriorating conditions and 
automated identification of prescriptive 
maintenance tasks

Virtual Track Walk (VTW)
Software enables high-resolution, 
synchronized track images to be 
inspected in the office

VAMPIRE®
VAMPIRE is an industry standard 
software package provided by DeltaRail 
that simulates rail vehicles on the track. 
ENSCO Rail is the North and South 
American partner for sales and technical 
support for VAMPIRE.

Track Data Management
ENSCO’s Data Management Suite provides a fully integrated offering of our data management and analysis software 
packages. It uses common architecture, data structures, and asset databases to enable cross-communication of the 
systems to achieve advanced capabilities. The web-based applications, i.e., DTN®, TrackIT®, and AMA, are seamlessly 
integrated into one user interface.
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Track Data Management Suite

ENSCO’s Data Management Suite provides a fully integrated offering of our data management and analysis software 
packages. The suite is comprised of the Digital Track Notebook® (DTN), TrackIT®, Automated Maintenance Advisor (AMA), 
Virtual Track Walk (VTW), GeoEdit 8, and VAMPIRE®. ENSCO’s Data Management Suite uses common architecture, data 
structures, and asset databases to enable cross-communication of the systems to achieve advanced capabilities. The 
web-based applications, i.e., DTN, TrackIT, and AMA, are seamlessly integrated into one user interface. Customers can use 
ENSCO’s software packages individually, or combinations of applications in the Data Management Suite.

Digital Track Notebook® (DTN)
DTN is a web-based application used by track inspectors to 
record regulatory and special track inspections. 

Key Suite Features
• DTN defects and measurements identified by a track 

inspector can be used in AMA deterioration trending and 
maintenance planning. 

• AMA recommended inspection sites can be provided to 
track inspectors through the DTN to investigate exceptions 
or deteriorating conditions, and record remedial actions. 

• Allows entry of new or updated asset information, 
including GPS tagging of assets.

TrackIT®

TrackIT serves as the data repository of the suite accepting 
automated measurement and asset data. It includes a table 
query, map and track chart functionality.

Key Suite Features
• DTN defects and measurements identified by a track 

inspector can be viewed in TrackIT’s map and track chart 
features. 

• Continuous track geometry data can be queried and 
exported from TrackIT and viewed GeoEdit 8.

Automated Maintenance Advisor (AMA)
The AMA accepts data from the other systems to create 
condition-based deterioration trends and recommend 
maintenance tasks. 

Key Suite Features
• Displays deterioration and maintenance information in 

TrackIT’s map and track chart. 
• Accepts data from DTN, TrackIT, VTW, and VAMPIRE.

Virtual Track Walk (VTW)

VTW is a workstation-based Windows® software package 
used to conduct a comprehensive review of imagery from all 
of ENSCO’s machine vision systems, such as the Driver View 
Imagery System (DVIS) and Track Component Imagery System 
(TCIS). Within VTW, the user can identify defects and assets. 

Key Suite Features
• Within VTW, the user can automatically push exception 

data from VTW to TrackIT at the end of the survey review 
through an Internet connection. 

• VTW exceptions can be queried and viewed as cropped 
images within TrackIT. 

GeoEdit 8
GeoEdit 8 is a laptop-based Windows application used to 
conduct a comprehensive review of track geometry and rail 
profile data. 

Key Suite Features
• GeoEdit 8 can remove anomalies in data for vehicle/track 

interaction modeling purposes. 
• GeoEdit 8 can export track geometry and rail profile data 

to be used in VAMPIRE. 

VAMPIRE®

VAMPIRE from DeltaRail is a Windows application used to 
simulate the interaction of rail vehicles on track. 

Key Suite Features
• Automated operation to process track geometry and rail 

profile data from TrackIT and provide data to AMA for 
deterioration trending.

• VAMPIRE exceptions can be queried and shown in TrackIT.

Data 
Management

Suite

Digital 
Track Notebook®

TrackIT®

Automated 
Maintenance 

Advisor

Virtual 
Track Walk

GeoEdit 8

VAMPIRE®



Digital Track Notebook® (DTN) 3.0

ENSCO Rail applied its depth of knowledge of the railroad industry’s regulatory and operational practices to create the 
Digital Track Notebook® (DTN) 3.0 for mobile track inspection management. The DTN is web-based and complies with 
the FRA electronic record keeping requirements. Once logged in, users can perform track inspections, locate and record 
defects, manage inspection schedules, update remedial actions, synchronize all field information from a centralized data 
management system, and generate reports.

Web-based Reporting
The DTN’s unique, web-based platform makes it faster and 
easier to generate critical regulatory and performance reports 
using a standard Internet browser. 
DTN does not require specialized computer hardware 
platforms. It provides transparent access to a variety of tools 
and reports with role-based functionality that can be tailored to 
meet the needs of many users—from track inspection managers 
to upper level executives. DTN can be used to record track 
inspections, generate daily inspection reports, or close the loop 
on track defects. The flexible design can be customized to meet 
the specific reporting needs of your railroad.

Paperless Inspection Record Management
The DTN gives wide access to critical data without paper. For 
example, inspectors can record all aspects of an inspection in a 
paperless environment using DTN tools

• Denote the properties of the inspection 
• Include remarks about inspection, such as weather 

conditions
• Add a defect to the inspection record
• Upload inspection records to a centralized database
• Automate the distribution of defect records to 

maintenance personnel

Compliance With Automated Inspection Scheduling
With the DTN, users can automate their approach to meeting 
regulatory inspection benchmarks. For example, the DTN 
automates the calculation of the earliest and latest dates that 
inspections must be performed based on the 49 CFR213 FRA 
Track Safety Standard. DTN’s color-coded Inspection Priority 
Indicator makes it easy to prioritize inspections by level of 
importance.

Streamlined Maintenance Management
DTN simplifies managing defect status and maintenance records, 
and provides an organized communication path between track 
inspectors and 
maintenance crews. 
A DTN user can login 
to a central database 
to receive inspection 
and defect reports, 
or send maintenance 
reports back to the 
database. In addition, 
maintenance and 
defect repair status 
can be easily noted.

Paperless Record Management
DTN tracks defects electronically, and 
the data can be reviewed in TrackIT®, an 
ENSCO web-based track infrastructure, 
maintenance and exception data viewer.  
TrackIT brings multiple data sources to 
a central location where the total track 
health can be comprehensively assessed. 
ENSCO is a comprehensive service 
provider offering a full range of solutions 
for the rail industry. 
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TrackIT®

TrackIT® is a comprehensive, enterprise web-based system for track asset management. Produced by ENSCO Rail, it 
includes a suite of viewing and analytical tools for easy review and analysis of track infrastructure, maintenance and 
inspection data. TrackIT provides a means to assemble information from a variety of data sources and format it into a central 
management system that simplifies the storage, analysis and dissemination of critical information.  

Maximum Flexibility 
TrackIT is offered in two ways to meet the information 
technology needs of customers

• A hosted web service 
• A site license installed on a corporate network

The technology is compatible with a variety of data 
communication protocols to facilitate automated data loading 
and integration with existing information management systems. 
End users access the website through a secure login to a 
variety of viewing and analytical tools that provide information 
in a selection of graphic formats, including map, tabular and 
track chart. 
TrackIT also provides a means to download data to standard 
Microsoft Excel® file format, providing users the flexibility to 
perform custom data analysis. 

Track Chart Management
TrackIT is a flexible tool that can be used for track chart 
management. It is capable of immediately generating 
production quality track charts for a subdivision or an entire 
railroad. The application allows users to customize the track 
chart content and export it to a PDF track chart book. Track 
charts are generated at the time of request to ensure up to 
date content.

Derailment Investigations
In the event of a derailment, TrackIT users can generate a 
report of current track data for the derailment site in less than 
10 minutes. Data available for reporting can include track 
charts, geometry and rail wear test results, video images, and 
ultra-sonic rail flaw, and more.

Maintenance Planning 
TrackIT offers consolidated track chart views that combine 
displays of track maintenance and inspection results over time, 
allowing planning departments to assess both the degradation 

of track and the effectiveness of program maintenance. This 
information is 
valuable to the 
maintenance 
planning process. 
TrackIT can also be 
used to download 
the latest track 
charts, inspection 
results, strip charts, 
and GPS waypoint files 
prior to a trip to the field 
for verification on the 
ground.

Ease of Use
TrackIT is an intuitive, web-
based tool that makes it 
easy for information to be 
transmitted to authorized 
users while maintaining 
secure data storage. It is 
a flexible tool that can 
be scaled to meet the 
needs of an organization. 
A variety of data loading 
engines are in place to 
facilitate the centralization 
of common industry data 
types from a variety of 
suppliers. Reports and graphical outputs are configurable. End 
user training can be accomplished in less than two hours. 

ENSCO’s Suite of Products
TrackIT complements the use of other ENSCO products 
including the V/TI Monitor, the Autonomous Track Geometry 
Measurement System, and the Digital Track Notebook®. Each of 
these products is designed to interface directly with TrackIT to 
enhance the reporting capabilities for the end user. 

Simplifies enterprise-wide 
storage, analysis and 
dissemination of track 
infrastructure, maintenance 
and inspection data

Key Features
Use TrackIT to manage

• Track geometry 
measurements

• Rail wear 

• Rail corrugation 

• Overhead wire anomalies

• Third rail derivation

• Autonomous V/TI and track 
geometry 

• Track charts

• Right of way video recording

• Track bed video recording

• Ultrasonic track inspection
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Automated Maintenance Advisor (AMA)

The ENSCO Automated Maintenance Advisor (AMA) is key to transforming track measurement data into actionable 
maintenance tasks. Using ENSCO’s key knowledge of track condition monitoring and deterioration, the AMA was built 
to trend deteriorating conditions and recommend remedial maintenance tasks to proactively and scientifically conduct 
track maintenance. 

Automated and Integrated
The AMA is a web-based application that is fully integrated 
with ENSCO’s Digital Track Notebook® (DTN) and TrackIT® 
web products. It accepts measurement data from all ENSCO 
manned and autonomous track measurement systems and 
can be configured to accept data that is not generated by 
ENSCO. The AMA recommends maintenance tasks based on 
the measured track condition. The AMA can also be integrated 
with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, such as 
SAP or Maximo to execute those maintenance tasks as work 
orders. The AMA is intended to operate automatically, routinely 
assessing condition data, and recommending maintenance 
tasks when applicable. 

Deterioration Trending
The AMA is designed to be fully flexible and configurable by 
the end user to define deterioration trending settings. The 
AMA can handle both linear and point assets. For linear assets, 
the AMA performs dynamic segmentation based on asset 
characteristics. The user can create user-defined trending 
parameters, such as custom Track Quality Indices (TQI) or Track 
Condition Indices (TCI). The AMA can also be integrated with 
VAMPIRE® to create vehicle/track interaction data to be used 
in the track deterioration trending. 

Maintenance Identification
Users can define custom rules logic to determine when and 
where maintenance tasks need to be completed. Alternately, 
users can use ENSCO’s recommended settings defined by 
our track experts. The AMA can also recommend both repair 
maintenance, such as tamping, and replacement maintenance, 
such as undercutting. Rules logic can include cumulative 
tonnage and component information, such as manufacturer or 
component type. The final output recommends maintenance 
tasks with earliest and latest dates, and start and stop mileposts 
(kilometer posts). If the AMA is integrated with an ERP, the 
AMA includes a human approval process of maintenance tasks 
before they are sent to the ERP. 

Data Viewing
The AMA can be configured to operate automatically on the 
server. The resulting data is viewed in ENSCO’s web-based 
TrackIT map and track chart. Additionally, the user can select 
specific segments, or point assets to see trend lines over time.
Examples of AMA recommended maintenance tasks

• Rail grinding
• Rail replacement
• Tie replacement
• Tie pad replacement
• Tamping
• Ballast renewal (undercutting)
• Turnout maintenance
• Diamond maintenance

Benefits 
• Increase maintenance efficiency
• Decreases maintenance work not needed
• Condition-based maintenance
• Uses actual 

measured data 
to recommend 
maintenance

• Reduces manual 
data analysis

Key Features
• Web-based

• Fully automated operation

• Separate “sand-box” instance used 
for settings optimization

• Recommends maintenance tasks 
with earliest/latest dates and start/
stop mileposts (kilometer posts)

• User customized settings and rules 
logic

• Flexible to various asset and 
measurement types

• Integrates with VAMPIRE®

• Optional application hosting by 
ENSCO as a service



GeoEdit 8 is a Track Measurement Data Management program in a Windows® environment. It can be used to view data, generate 
reports, assist in maintenance management planning, and exporting data for a range of efforts. It provides quick access to 
exception, curve and graphical data in a concise and user-friendly format.

Benefits
• Supports track geometry, rail profile, ride quality, DGRMS, third 

rail, and corrugation
• Overlay multiple track meaurement survey files
• Plot the difference between channels from different files
• Generate and print reports and plots
• Reverse the direction of the data to accomodate comparison of  

separate surveys
• Prepare continuous track geometry and rail profile data for 

vehicle/track interaction modeling
• Export data to various formats, including CSV, VAMPIRE®, and 

MiniProf
• Use in real-time mode with ENSCO’s RSL-TGMS hi-rail track 

geometry measurement system
• Better insight and understanding of your data
• Accurate annotation
• Cost efficiency of a paperless environment

Users
• Track supervisors
• Division engineers
• Track engineers
• Maintenance managers
• Track analysts
• Vehicle dynamicists

Requirements 
Microsoft Windows® 7, 8, or 
10; 8 GB RAM, 60 MB hard 
drive space

GeoEdit 8
Manage your track measurement data effectively
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Features
Exception List

• Scrollable listings of recorded events and calculated 
exceptions

• Click on defect list to display on strip chart

Strip Chart Viewing
• Customizable display of multiple track measurement 

channels
• Click to view rail profile at associated track geometry 

location 
• Synchronized with exceptions and curve lists
• Strip chart measuring tool

Rail Profile Viewing
• Display of absolute and relative parameters including 

cant and wear parameters 
• Pan and zoom utilities on rail profile plots
• Slider bar and play button to rapidly view rail profiles 

throughout survey

Exports
• PDF reports for exceptions, curve analysis, strip charts, 

and rail profiles. 
• Export continuous track geometry to CSV and 

VAMPIRE® formats over selectable ranges
• Export rail profiles to MiniProf format



Virtual Track Walk (VTW)

ENSCO’s Virtual Track Walk (VTW) software enables high-resolution track images to be inspected in the office. A key feature 
is the ability to view synchronized images from multiple inspection cameras along with milepost and GPS. When using VTW 
to inspect track, built-in tools allow the user to mark defects and identify track assets—the software then automatically tags 
these with milepost numbers and GPS coordinates. Identified defects and assets can be exported to CSV reports. 

Optimized Concrete Tie Grading
A key feature of VTW is using it for concrete tie grading. It 
can be used to confirm automated tie grading algorithms or to 
conduct manual tie grading. The user can see multiple views of 
the ties, including zoomed-in views of hairline cracks. The user 
can manually scroll through ties, or have VTW systematically 
show each tie or zoomed-in areas of ties. Additionally, the user 
can see and identify assets, such as mileposts and markings, on 
the rail web to ensure locational accuracy. Tie grading reports 
can be exported from VTW. These features allow for rapid and 
accurate tie grading.

Asset Location Verification
VTW can also be used for verification of asset locations, such 
as signs, signal masts, insulated joints, road crossings, switches, 
and diamonds. The user can click on any of the multiple views 
to identify an asset and VTW will automatically determine the 
milepost and GPS coordinates of the asset. The user can define 
the type of asset and the name in the details on the asset. 
Identified assets can be exported to CSV format with milepost, 
GPS and asset details. 

Supported ENSCO Imagery Systems
• Driver View Imaging System (DVIS)
• Track Component Imaging System (TCIS)
• Joint Bar Inspection System (JBIS)
• Rail Surface Imaging System (RSIS)
• Catenary View Imaging System (CVIS)
• Third Rail Imaging System (TRIS)
• Thermal Imaging System (THIS)

Key Features
• Simultaneous viewing of images from 

multiple cameras

• Supports multiple computer monitors

• User customizable viewing and settings

• Move and adjust windows as needed

• All images are synchronized together 
with milepost (kilometer post or 
chainage) and GPS coordinates. 

• Scroll, zoom and video play features

• User can mark defects 

• User can identify assets 

• Tie grading

• VTW automatically calculates location 
and GPS for defect and asset locations.

• Defects and asset data can be 
exported to CSV format
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ENSCO Rail is the North and South American partner for sales and technical support for the VAMPIRE® PRO vehicle/track 
interaction software from DeltaRail. VAMPIRE is an industry standard software package that simulates rail vehicles on track. 
It’s often used in rail vehicle design and evaluation, derailment modeling, and ride quality simulation.

Vehicle Design and Evaluation
VAMPIRE is a key tool for vehicle manufacturers and 
consultants to simulate their vehicles for design, acceptance 
and optimization. VAMPIRE PRO includes the Interactive 
Vehicle Builder that allows the user to create vehicles 
through a graphical interface. Key suspension components, 
such as air springs, can be simulated. VAMPIRE includes 
filtering and analysis capabilities to produce data required 
for vehicle acceptance, such as the FRA 49CFR § 213.333 
and 213.345 standards, APTA standards, and ISO 2631 Ride 
Comfort standards. 

Derailment Investigation
VAMPIRE can be used to re-enact derailments to determine 
the root cause. Measurements of the derailed vehicle can be 
simulated, including degraded suspension conditions and actual 
measured wheel profiles. Track geometry measured by hand, 
or by a track recording vehicle can also be simulated. VAMPIRE 
can then be used to perform “what if” analysis to determine 
what vehicle, track, or operational conditions were the primary 
contributors to the derailment. Wheel climb, wide gage, rail 
rolling, and harmonic rocking type derailments can all be 
simulated with VAMPIRE. 

Track Design and Health Monitoring
VAMPIRE can also 
be used to evaluate 
new and existing 
tracks. New tracks 
can be evaluated and 
optimized before 
construction to 
evaluate derailment 
and wear performance. 
Existing tracks can be 
simulated using track recording car data to identify derailment 
risk locations or prioritize track geometry defects. 
VAMPIRE Users

• Rail vehicle 
builders

• Track designers
• Derailment 

investigators
• Track maintenance 

analysts
• Consultants

VAMPIRE®

Features
• Interactive Vehicle Builder: Allows 

user to build a vehicle model in a 
3-D environment.

• Wheel/Rail Modeling: Can 
import measured wheel profiles 
from MiniProf™ and simulate the 
performance of the actual wheels.

• Track Data: Can import track 
geometry measured by hand or by 
a track geometry vehicle.

• Automation Routines: Capable 
of running batch processes and 
looped parameter studies.

• Filtering: ISO 2631 Ride Comfort 
Filters and Vibration Dose Indexes 
are included

• Animation: High quality animation 
capability that can apply shapes 
to both vehicle and track and 
structure



Vehicle Track Evaluation
ENSCO Rail is a recognized leader in the railway industry and parlays more than four decades of experience into 
comprehensive, knowledge-based Vehicle/Track Interaction Consulting services. ENSCO’s subject matter experts can 
provide support and consultation specific to the needs of vehicle operators, suppliers and derailment investigators. 
Whether qualifying vehicles for higher speed operation, addressing a vehicle’s behavior, or guiding rail vehicles through 
acceptance testing, ENSCO can skillfully navigate the customer through the process with efficiency.

Vehicle Acceptance Testing
ENSCO's experienced rail team and advanced test equipment 
provide data collection and analysis services for vehicle 
waiver and/or qualification approval. ENSCO verifies system 
specifications and confirms safe operations.
ENSCO’s capabilities for testing and analysis include vibration 
and ride quality testing, wayside and onboard noise monitoring, 
wheel/rail force measuring, wheel unloading and load 
equalization measurement, brake performance testing, and 
wheel temperature testing.

Vehicle Analysis
ENSCO’s subject matter experts aid in investigating rail vehicle 
suspension and structural issues, such as premature failure or 
wear. ENSCO’s capabilities include on-site inspection, testing, 
analysis, and modeling.
Past investigations have included vibration and ride quality 
testing, wayside and onboard noise monitoring, wheel/
rail force measuring, wheel unloading and load equalization 
measurement, and suspension performance evaluations.

Instrumented Wheel Set (IWS)
ENSCO has produced more than 40 Instrumented Wheel Sets 
(IWS) for passenger cars, freight cars, and transit cars since 
1975. ENSCO’s IWS use a fully calibrated strain gauge array 
that produces real-time vertical, lateral and longitudinal wheel/
rail force measurements. The IWS also measure the wheel/rail 
contact location.
ENSCO has extensive experience conducting vehicle 
qualifications and instrumented wheel set testing throughout 
the railroad and transit industry. Additionally, ENSCO has an 
internal team of vehicle/track interaction professionals, who 
support interpreting the IWS data and conduct vehicle/track 
interaction simulations, using programs such as VAMPIRE®.

Modeling and Simulation
ENSCO has an internal team of vehicle/track interaction 
experts, who conduct vehicle/track interaction simulations 
using programs such as VAMPIRE®.  Additionally, ENSCO 
performs Finite Element Analysis (FEA) using ANSYS.

Focus areas
• Consulting on new track designs or upgrading lines to 

higher speed
• Consulting on high cant deficiency operations
• Consulting on compliance with Federal Railroad 

Administration standards
• Wheel/rail profile optimization
• Vehicle stability and ride quality evaluation
• Derailment investigation and prevention
• Vehicle curve performance assessment
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Derailment Investigations
ENSCO recognizes that the operations, mechanical and track 
disciplines of a railway must work together in an integrated 
system to ensure safety. Our broad expertise allows us to look 
at all factors contributing to derailments and arrive at solutions 
to prevent future incidents.

Incident Investigation Capabilities
• On-site investigations
• Track measurements including track geometry and  

rail profile
• Vehicle component assessments
• Reenactment testing with instrumentation
• Vehicle/track interaction modeling using VAMPIRE®

Vampire® Sales And Support
ENSCO Rail is the North and South American partner for 
sales and technical support for VAMPIRE® Pro vehicle/track 
interaction software from DeltaRail.
VAMPIRE is an industry standard software package that 
simulates rail vehicles on track. It’s often used in rail vehicle 
design and evaluation, derailment modeling, and ride quality 
simulation.
It is a valuable tool for rail vehicle builders, track designers, 
derailment investigators, track maintenance analysts, and 
consultants.

Features
• Interactive vehicle builder—Allows user to build a vehicle 

model in a 3-D environment
• Wheel/Rail modeling—Can import measured wheel profiles 

from MiniProf and simulate the performance of the actual 
wheels

• Track data—Can import track geometry measured by hand 
or by a track geometry vehicle

• Automation routines—Capable of running batch processes 
and looped parameter studies

• Filtering—ISO 2631 Ride Comfort Filters and Vibration 
Dose Indexes are included

• Animation—High quality animation capability can apply 
shapes to both vehicle and track, and structure
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Instrumented Wheel Set (IWS)

ENSCO has produced more than 40 Instrumented Wheel Sets (IWS) for passenger cars, freight cars, and transit cars 
over the last 30 years. ENSCO’s IWS uses a fully calibrated strain gauge array that produces real-time vertical, lateral 
and longitudinal wheel/rail force measurements. ENSCO’s IWS also measures the wheel/rail contact location. The IWS is 
fully compliant with Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) standards (49 CFR 213.333 and 213.345), as well as standards 
established in the Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act of 2008 (PRIIA). The IWS provides a continuous 
measurement at all speeds and flags exception locations when parameters exceed set thresholds. ENSCO’s IWS has been 
successfully used to qualify many high speed passenger cars. 

ENSCO’s design is able to measure the acceleration 
measurements associated with the carbody and the truck at 
the same time. The truck acceleration measurements help 
qualify the truck hunting propensity for a vehicle design.  
The carbody acceleration measurements quantify the carbody 
motions in the lateral and vertical directions. 

Extensive Experience
ENSCO has extensive experience conducting vehicle 
qualifications and instrumented wheel set testing throughout 
the railroad and transit industry. Additionally, ENSCO has 
an internal team of vehicle/track interaction experts, who 
support interpreting the IWS data and conduct vehicle/track 
interaction simulations using programs such as VAMPIRE®. 

Cost-effective
ENSCO’s IWS is considered the leading cost-effective IWS 
solution in the industry. This cost savings is achieved by 
ENSCO’s unique IWS design. The hardware design is modular 
and allows ENSCO to serve the customer based on their 
specific needs that lead to the most cost-effective solution.

Measurements
• Vertical wheel force
• Lateral wheel force
• L/V Ratio
• Longitudinal wheel force
• Wheel/Rail contact location

• Acceleration at various locations on the vehicle  
and suspension

• Exceptions exceeding thresholds, including exceptions 
defined in FRA standards

• ENSCO’s IWS can also be integrated with ENSCO’s 
Track Geometry Measurement System for fully 
synchronized measurements. 

Applications
• Vehicle qualification
• Track testing per FRA standards
• Vehicle/Track Interaction assessments
• Condition monitoring
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Vehicle/Track Interaction Consulting Services

ENSCO Rail is a recognized leader in the railway industry and parlays more than four decades of experience into 
comprehensive, knowledge-based Vehicle/Track Interaction Consulting services. ENSCO’s subject matter experts can 
provide support and consultation specific to the needs of vehicle operators, suppliers and derailment investigators. 
Whether qualifying vehicles for higher speed operation, addressing a vehicle’s behavior, or guiding rail vehicles through 
acceptance testing, ENSCO can skillfully navigate the customer through the process with efficiency. 

Vehicle performance/qualification testing
ENSCO’s staff provides data collection and analysis services to 
verify system specifications and demonstrate safe operations 
for the purposes of waiver and/or qualification approval. These 
services can also play a vital role during investigations of issues 
that affect day-to-day operations. ENSCO’s testing and analysis 
services verify vehicle performance, identify problems, and 
assist in determining appropriate remedial actions to quickly 
return vehicles to service. 

Ride quality testing 
• Wayside and onboard noise testing 
• Wheel/rail force measurements using Instrumented  

Wheel Sets
• Brake performance testing 
• Wheel slip/slide testing
• ElectroMagnetic Interference/Compatibility (EMI/EMC) 

qualification testing
• Vibration level testing
• Vehicle dynamics analysis 

ENSCO’s staff routinely assesses wheel/rail forces, carbody/
truck accelerations, and vehicle component loading to 
identify excessive and potentially hazardous motions and 
conditions. Our ability to provide expertise in the collection 
and assessment of field test data, as well as vehicle modeling 
and dynamic simulations can be an essential resource for any 
railroad or manufacturer’s engineering department. 

Wheel unloading tests 
The measurement of the wheel unloading under a vehicle is 
critical in the determination of maximum safe curving speeds 
necessary for operations at elevated cant deficiency under 
the Federal Railroad Administration Track Safety Standards. 
This information is also critical during investigations of the 
steering and braking capabilities of freight and passenger 
vehicle trucks. ENSCO’s experience includes the measurement 

and assessment of the unloading of individual wheels installed 
under a wide range of vehicle types, making it a valuable 
partner during these investigations. 

Track inspection services
ENSCO is an industry leader in the provision of track inspection 
services to railroad and transit operations. 

• Track geometry testing
• Rail profile measurement
• Third rail geometry measurement
• Video recording of right of way, track roadbed, and tunnels
• Track component evaluation, including joint bars and ties 

Derailment Investigations
ENSCO recognizes that the operational, mechanical and track 
disciplines of a railroad 
must work together in 
an integrated system 
to ensure safety. Our 
broad expertise in 
the collection and 
critical analysis of 
track and vehicle 
information allows 
ENSCO to look at all 
factors contributing to 
derailments and arrive 
at solutions to prevent 
future incidents.

ENSCO is proud of its record 
of service to operators and 
manufacturers throughout 
 the industry:

• Amtrak
• Canadian National Railway
• CSX Transportation
• MARC
• MARTA
• MBTA
• Metrolink
• Metro North
• New Jersey Transit
• Norfollk Southern
• Sam Francisco MTA
• Union Pacfic
• WMATA



Train Control Safety
ENSCO supports Positive Train Control (PTC) and other train control and signaling systems professional consultants 
and technology. ENSCO’s in-house train control professionals working with our engineering staff provide 
comprehensive inspection systems for the purpose of asset change management, and signal and communication 
equipment condition monitoring.

Positive Train Control (PTC) Consulting
PTC system accuracy is key to ensure safe operation and avoid 
unintentional train stops. ENSCO provides a wide range of 
PTC consulting services to aid in diagnosing issues and system 
integration. ENSCO’s in-house train control experts, and 
electrical and software engineers possess a deep knowledge of 
the systems, challenges and integration,
ENSCO adapts best practices from the avionics industry for use 
in the rail industry. This includes safety-critical Engine Control 
Systems, Flight Control Systems, and Power Control Systems. 
Since 1975, ENSCO has been performimg Independent 
Verification & Validation (IV&V) for a wide range of customers 
across numerous safety- and revenue-critical systems. Using 
the advances made in the avionics industry, ENSCO is able to 
deliver fast solutions for rail customers.

PTC Asset Change Management and Inspection
PTC brings new challenges, 
including asset change 
management. Asset change 
management is anticipated 
to be a significant 
undertaking with crucial 
requirements for accuracy. 
ENSCO offers two tools to aid in asset change management. 
The Digital Track Notebook® (DTN) can be used by track 
inspectors and maintenance of way personnel to update asset 
data in the field. GPS coordinates and photos can be tied to the 
asset. Inspectors can verify asset information and positional 
information. Asset updates can be linked to TrackIT® and a 
central asset database.
Additionally, ENSCO’s rail bound machine vision systems 
can be used to conduct full track speed asset audits and 
verification. Using the Virtual Track Walk (VTW), asset 
positions can be quickly verified and corrected at the office. 
Synchronized imagery embedded with high accuracy GPS 
and milepost information allows the user to click on images 
to identify assets and their locations. Asset updates can be 
uploaded to a central asset database.
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Signaling Inspection Systems

ENSCO’s Signal and Communication Inspection System (SCIS) 
is a comprehensive onboard system used to monitor train 
control, PTC and track circuit health. The SCIS is synchronized 
with the track recording vehicle’s location, i.e., chainage, 
milepost, etc., and GPS information. Real-time data is viewed 
on the track recording vehicle similar to a track geometry 
stripchart. The SCIS identifies exceptions where measured 
conditions do not meet design requirements. Measured data 
can be viewed in the office to further evaluate conditions.

Inspection Antenna
The SCIS measures actual track circuit conditions continuously, 
using custom antennas mounted on a track recording vehicle. 
Each antenna looks for specific carrier frequencies and signals 
from both DC and AC track circuits. The SCIS can pinpoint 
locations of degraded conditions, such as impedance bonds, 
insulated joints, and stray current locations.
ENSCO’s SCIS uses various custom and standard antennas to 
receive and record wayside transponder messages. The SCIS 
confirms wayside transponder functionality, location and signal 
strength. Should any transponder health condition exceed the 
threshold, the SCIS will create exceptions with location and 
GPS coordinates.
ENSCO’s SCIS can be used to assess PTC, ACCES, CBTC, ATP, 
ATC, ATO, and TWC.
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Signal and Communication Inspection System (SCIS)

The ENSCO Rail Automated Signal and Communication Inspection System (SCIS) is a cutting-edge onboard design that 
monitors train control and train circuit health for rail transit, passenger and commuter rail, and freight railway markets. 
SCIS inspects train control system operations, identifying exceptions where measured conditions do not meet the system 
design requirements. Real-time data can be analyzed and viewed on a track recording vehicle, transit car, or equipped hi-
rail vehicle. ENSCO’s customized reporting is then syncronized with the location of the SCIS recording vehicle, providing 
milepost, stationing, GPS co-ordinates, and more. Measured data can be dynamically uploaded into the ENSCO Data 
Management Suite to further evaluate the train control and signal inspection conditions.

Track Circuit Inspection
SCIS measures actual track circuit conditions continuously using 
ENSCO custom built antennae mounted on the inspection 
recording vehicle. Each antenna looks for specific carrier 
frequencies and signals from both Audio Frequency Track 
Circuits (AFTC) and AC track circuits. SCIS can also pinpoint 
locations of degraded conditions, such as cab flips, impedance 
bonds, and insulated joints.

Wayside Transponder Inspection
The SCIS uses a variety of custom and standard antennae to 
receive and record wayside transponder messages. SCIS also 
confirms wayside transponder functionality, location and signal 
strength. Should the health condition of any transponder 
exceed the operating threshold, SCIS will create exceptions 
with location and GPS coordinates.

Measured Parameters
• Carrier amp
• Carrier frequency
• Code rate frequency
• Design frequency error
• Cab signal duty cycle
• Exceptions detected
• Entering/Exit current
• Duty cycle
• Cab signal flips
• Carrier and code rate frequency errors

Data Management Suite
The SCIS data can also be used in the following ENSCO Data 
Management Suite products.

GeoEdit 8
GeoEdit 8 is a laptop-based Windows® application used to 
conduct a comprehensive review of continuous measurement 
and exception data. Continuous measurement data is shown as 
a strip chart and allows overlaying multiple survey runs. 

Virtual Track Walk (VTW)
The SCIS can be combined with the ENSCO Track Imaging 
Systems to automatically capture an image at each exception 
location. VTW is a workstation-based Windows® software 
package used to conduct a comprehensive review of imagery 
from all ENSCO machine vision systems. 

Automated Maintenance Advisor (AMA)  
The AMA accepts data to create condition-based deterioration 
trends and recommend maintenance tasks.

Applications
• Positive Train Control 

(PTC)
• Automatic Train 

Operation (ATO)
• Automatic Train 

Control (ATC)
• Automatic Train 

Protection (ATP)
• Transponder Wayside 

Communication 
(TWC)

• Communication-
based Train Control 
(CBTC)

Features and Benefits
• Pro-actively identifies 

degraded and risk conditions 
before failure

• Creates exceptions with 
location and GPS information

• Generates automated 
exception reports to office  
and field personnel for 
remedial action

• View exceptions alongside 
other track measurements, 
such as track imagery



Next Generation Receiver Coil (NGRC)

The Next Generation Receiver Coil (NGRC) is the latest innovation from ENSCO Rail for coded and continuous cab signaling 
and train control systems. The receiver coils are mounted on revenue vehicles and measure the various amplitude 
modulated (AM) speed commands with different carrier and modulation frequencies from the wayside signal equipment 
connected to the rails. The NGRC can be used with new construction or signaling installations. Additionally, the NGRC can 
be used aftermarket to replace existing receiver coils. 

Key Benefits
The ENSCO Next Generation Receiver Coil uses 
the latest technology, is smaller in size, and lighter 
in weight than previous receiver coil models. 
The NGRC is also more sensitive than previous 
receiver coil models, which enables it to avoid loss 
of signal resulting in undesired train stops. Design 
of the NGRC allows for cost-effective construction 
for measurement of custom frequencies for 
individual customer needs.

Applications
• Coded track circuit cab signaling
• Automatic train control (ATC)
• Automatic train protection (ATP)
• Automatic train operation (ATO)
• Automatic train stop (ATS)
• Features and Benefits
• Reduced size and weight
• Increased sensitivity
• Cost-effective custom frequencies
• Buy America compliant
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Rail Safety and Security 
Gain workable solutions to keep your passengers and railroad personnel safe and secure. ENSCO’s Rail Emergency 
Evacuation Simulator trains first responders. Our vulnerability assessments mitigate vulnerabilities, while ensuring 
uninterrupted operations.

From policy development to security engineering, ENSCO has the experience to help our customers understand their 
security options and implement the most cost-effective solution. We have been in the security business since 2001 and 
have conducted more than 200 on-site assessments, providing workable solutions that mitigate vulnerabilities, while 
ensuring uninterrupted operations.

Rail Emergency Evacuator Simulator
The first evacuation simulator of its kind in the United States, 
and an essential and innovative tool to train emergency 
personnel on how to respond when the worst case scenario 
becomes a reality.

Vulnerability Assessment
With the threat of terrorism and the potential for destruction 
in major cities, the defense and protection of valuable physical 
assets along the railroad right of way is a necessity. Tunnels, 
bridges, control points, and stations are vulnerable targets 
that pose a major threat to high-speed passenger trains 
and freight trains carrying hazardous materials. Intelligent 
security and surveillance systems are a necessity in both 
business and government operations to enhance the safety of 
infrastructure for the traveling public.

Derailment Prevention
ENSCO recognizes that the operations, mechanical and track 
disciplines of a railway must work together in an integrated 
system to ensure safety. Our broad knowledge and experience 
allow us to look at all factors contributing to derailments and to 
arrive at solutions to prevent future incidents.

Incident Investigation Capabilities
• On-site investigations
• Track measurements, including track geometry and 

rail profile
• Vehicle component assessments
• Reenactment testing with instrumentation
• Vehicle/track interaction modeling using VAMPIRE®
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Rail Emergency Evacuation Simulator
The “Rollover Rig”

In this era of increased vigilance with regard to the safety of public infrastructure, such as railways, too much care 
cannot be given to being adequately prepared for disasters, such as derailments or other rail accidents. The ENSCO Rail 
Emergency Evacuation Simulator, known as the “Rollover Rig,” is the first evacuation simulator of its kind in the United 
States. It is an essential and innovative tool to train emergency personnel how to respond when the worst case scenario 
becomes a reality. 

First Responder Training

The Rollover Rig was originally designed with sponsorship 
from the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) Office of 
Research and Development, and is now in demand among 
training centers, state departments of transportation, railroads 
and agencies interested in safety preparedness. Designed to 
roll 180 degrees in 10-degree increments, the Rollover Rig 
rotates a full-size passenger rail car. It is designed to simulate 
situations encountered by rescue personnel at the site of a 
rail emergency. First responders can face a realistic scenario 
rescuing passengers from a non-upright rail car, complete with 
the challenges of gaining entrance and moving inside the car 
after a rail accident.

Interior Safety Assessments
The simulator is ideal for evaluating the effectiveness of interior 
design safety in a rail car. For example, it has been used to 
assess emergency lighting, signage and reflectivity solutions, 
as well as to assess the effectiveness of emergency escape 
windows and doors.

A Customized Tool
In addition to providing first responder training on an existing 
Rollover Rig, ENSCO can create a similar custom Rollover Rig 
designed to your configuration and your specific needs. Each 
simulator is designed to use minimal site space and provide a 
safe environment for those in training. 
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Designed for Safety and Efficiency
Although it simulates a dangerous situation, the Rollover 
Rig provides a safe environment for emergency responders 
to practice both internal and external evacuation of the rail 
car. The unit is designed and constructed using innovative 
modeling, design and engineering capabilities. 
To accommodate the limited space restrictions of a site, the 
rail car is designed to roll in place versus rolling to the side. 
Contact ENSCO to discuss how the Rail Emergency 
Evacuation Simulator can meet your first responder training 
requirements or if ENSCO can design a custom Rollover Rig 
for you.

• Since its installation in 2006, more than 10,000 first 
responders have been trained using the Rollover 
Rig. It is a reliable, high-performance training tool 
used to train fire, police and other first responder 
personnel on the complications associated with an 
intercity or passenger rail car that has rolled on its 
side or is upside down. 

• While training on the simulator, emergency 
responders can practice skills such as moving 
injured passengers past obstacles, carrying out 
duties despite visual or spatial disorientation, and 
operating in a smoke-filled or dark car. 

• Video monitoring, both inside and outside the car, 
provides valuable information for post-training 
debriefing.

• The Rollover Rig enables emergency response 
teams nationwide to receive vital, real-life training.
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3110 Fairview Park Drive, Suite 300 
Falls Church, VA 22042-4501 

1-800-ENSCO-VA (1-800-367-2682) • rail@ensco.com

Visit us at 
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